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Rob Boss, Director of the JE Society, is the most thoughtful and creative independent Edwards scholar at work today. All of his books have privately published and usually fall below the radar screens of mainstream academic philosophy. Nonetheless, Boss has built a large network of followers with his passions for Edwards’ writings and his knack for social media.

This most recent, little book, nicely illustrated throughout, offers extended rumination on Edwards’ natural theology (i.e. his investigation of the natural world for the purpose of the divine). It is pitched as a devotional aimed at other serious Christians as well as seekers who are lovers of the beauty of the world. It uses Edwards’ famous notebook, “Images of Divine Things,” as a deep well of insight into the “nature” of reality, a nature that was made by God, Boss contends with Edwards, to reflect God’s glory and point sensitive souls to Scripture, which interprets its worldly sights and sounds in comprehensive ways.

As Boss explains his book’s message in a brief epilogue, “The Book of Nature is full of correspondences and similitudes that echo and illustrate the Book of Scripture. Behind every bush and under every rock and within every tree, creature, and event is a voice of Wisdom crying out to those who have ears to hear and eyes to see.” He then quotes from Edwards’ “Images of Divine Things” accordingly:

“44 If we look on these shadows of divine things [in nature] as the voice of God, purposely, by them, teaching to us and those spiritual and divine things, . . . how agreeably and clearly it will tend to convey instruction to our minds, and to impress things on the mind, and to affect the mind. By that we may as it were hear God speaking to us. Wherever we are and whatever we are about, we may see divine things excellently represented and held forth, and it will abundantly tend to confirm the Scripture, for there is an excellent agreement between these things and the Holy Scriptures. (p. 116)”

This farestonet of the meal Boss has prepared for hungry readers is enough to give you the flavor of the feast on offer. Spiritually-minded nature lovers will eat it up.
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